Cultural eutrophication is one of the largest threats to aquatic ecosystems with 27 devastating ecological and economic consequences. Although Daphnia, a keystone 28 grazer crustacean, can mitigate some negative effects of eutrophication in freshwater 29 habitats, it is itself affected by changes in nutrient composition. Previous studies have 30
Introduction 42
Cultural eutrophication is one of the largest threats to aquatic ecosystems with 43 devastating ecological and economic effects 1 . Rising phosphorus (P) concentrations in 44 surface water result in high algal biomasses that pose a serious ecological threat to 45 aquatic habitats, impacting biodiversity, drinking water quality, recreational 46 resources, and fisheries 1-2 . One of the major P-sources of eutrophication is the use of 47 phosphate fertilizers, for which the global consumption has increased from 1 to 15 Mt 48 P year -1 in the 20th century 3 . Vital ecosystem services provided by Daphnia, a 49 keystone herbivore crustacean in freshwater habitats, can effectively mitigate some of 50 these negative impacts by decimating phytoplankton biomass 4 . Although P is a vital 51 element for many cellular components, including RNA, DNA and ATP, excessive P-52 concentrations typical of eutrophication can negatively affect somatic and population 53 growth of Daphnia [5] [6] . In addition, algal blooms often involve toxin-producing 54 cyanobacteria that can negatively affect the growth rate of Daphnia, although local 55 adaptation to these toxins has been observed [7] [8] [9] . Insights from resurrection ecology 10 56 suggest that Daphnia can adapt to changing environmental conditions, such as climate 57 change 11 , anthropogenic stressors 12 , toxic algae 13 , and phosphorus supply 14 . Although 58 previous analyses have examined the functional genome underlying Daphnia 59 phenotypes (e.g. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] ), the link between phenotypic adaptation and the evolution of 60 gene expression reaction norms in this keystone species is poorly understood. 61
Adaptation to environmental change has been associated with divergent gene 62 expression patterns 20 and the maintenance or evolution of gene expression reaction 63 norms [21] [22] . However, directly linking phenotypic trait evolution and its molecular 64 drivers can be daunting because of the complex transcriptional architecture of gene 65 expression and associated regulatory processes 23 . In order to account for such 66 4 complexity, novel approaches and tools can now be used to elucidate the genetic basis 67 of phenotypic traits [24] [25] [26] [27] . Especially, co-expression gene network analyses have 68 provided key insights to the molecular basis of phenotypic evolution 28 , and adaptive 69 phenotypic plasticity 29 . 70
Here, using 'resurrection ecology', we evaluate transcriptomic responses to P 71 availability of ancient and modern Daphnia associated with three phosphorus-related 72 phenotypic traits (P retention rate, somatic P content, and somatic growth rate 14, 30 ). 73
We do so by mapping weighted gene co-expression networks to traits previously 74 assessed in resurrected ancient (600 years-old) and modern Daphnia from a lake with 75 a 24-fold historic change in sediment P-flux 14, 31 . In a second step we assess 76 evolutionary conservation or divergence in transcriptional networks [32] [33] of the same 77
isolates. Together, the employed analyses allowed us, for the first time in an 78 ecological keystone species, to decipher genetic key drivers of phenotypic evolution. 79
Our study highlights that phenotypic evolution is a result of molecular fine-tuning on 80 different layers ranging from basic cellular responses to higher order phenotypes. In 81 the context of eutrophication, these findings advance our understanding how 82 populations are able to persist throughout major environmental shifts and to maintain 83 their vital ecosystem services. 84 85 5
Results

86
Trait-associated network 87
Separation of gene expression profiles of ancient (ancestral) and modern Daphnia 88 by evolutionary history and phosphorus (P)-availability (high or low P supply) (Fig.  89   1a) suggests divergent transcriptional regulation between ancestral clones and their 90 descendants. Module membership of all 10,439 genes that entered the analysis was 91 resolved, and resulted in 17 colour-coded (Fig. 1b , details in Table S1 , Fig. S1 ) and 92 clearly defined modules (e.g., Fig. 1c) . The obtained gene co-expression network was 93 used to quantitatively link gene expression to three phenotypic traits associated with 94 P-physiology: P-retention efficiency (RE), somatic (body) P content (bP), and somatic 95 growth rate (GR). Previous studies showed that phenotypic responses of RE and GR 96 differed significantly between ancient and modern isolates 14 while their bP was 97 similar 30 . Those studies suggested the evolution of phenotypic plasticity related to 98 nutrient enrichment, in particular of RE 14 (Fig. 2a) . RE did not directly translate to bP 99 (Fig. 2a) , indicating a decoupling of these two traits as observed in other studies 30,34-100 35 . GR of ancient Daphnia was similar in both P-treatments, while GR of modern 101 9 related to P-metabolism. Blue _GR was enriched in signal transduction mechanisms 185 including a number of genes encoding phosphodiesterases and phosphatases. Genes of 186 this functional gene family are known to be involved in P-scavenging in plants 48 , but 187 also in Daphnia (e.g., alkaline phosphatase 49 ). About 30% and 50% of the GR-188 associated genes (blue _GR and lightgreen _GR , respectively) lacked functional 189 annotation (Fig. S5e,f) . Gene expression in both modules was negatively correlated 190 with GR, and enriched in amino acid and inorganic ion transport and metabolism that 191 could increase P-availability and uptake under P-starvation. However, GR was also (Fig. 3c) . Notably, a large number of blue _GR genes 206 are potentially co-regulated by two or more promoter binding sites (Fig. 3c) patterns was indicated in a small number of moderately to non-preserved modules 239 (Fig. S7) . In contrast to non-preserved modules, functional enrichment in each of the 240 most highly preserved modules was similar in ancient and modern clones ( The largest fraction of overlap between trait-modules and blue Pres was observed 273 with the GR-modules lightgreen _GR and blue _GR (Fig. 4) , suggesting that these 274 modules are largely unaffected by evolutionary change. This relationship indicates 275 shared molecular processes in ancient and modern clones that drive this phenotypic 276 trait, which is supported by an almost identical functional enrichment (Fig. 3a, 5a ). To 277 a smaller degree, brown _RE genes were also shared with the blue Pres modules (Fig. 4) , 278
indicating that the molecular drivers of RE are at least partly preserved between 279 ancient and modern Daphnia. 280
The moderately preserved midnightblue Pres and the non-preserved red Pres had the 281 largest overlap with the bP-associated modules greenyellow _bP and tan _bP. 282
Interestingly, this overlap was observed only with one of the module counterparts of 283 13 midnightblue Pres and red Pres : the trait module greenyellow _bP shared 86% of its genes, 284 and one promoter motif with the modern midnightblue Pres (Fig. 3c, 4 and 5c). Tan _bP 285 shared about 50% of its genes, their functional enrichment, and its gene regulatory 286 network (i.e., shared promoter binding sites and top hub genes, Fig. 3-5 ) with ancient 287 red Pres . These pattern suggest that bP is driven by divergent molecular processes in 288 ancient and modern clones. 289
Yellow Pres , the new modern module, contained about 75% of the six trait-associated 290 modules (Fig. 4, pie charts) . A large portion of these genes were found in blue _GR 291 which shared 37% of its genes with yellow Pres , and purple _RE which shared 26% of its 292 genes with yellow Pres . This overlap with the novel yellow Pres module suggests that both 293 of these trait-modules include a large fraction of genes with an evolutionarily altered 294 expression pattern. Yellow Pres combined functionally enriched groups of purple _RE 295 (amino acid transport and metabolism) and blue _GR (inorganic ion transport and 296 metabolisms) ( Fig. 3a and 5a ). The yellow Pres gene regulatory network (Fig. 5d ) 297 resembled that of the blue _GR module (Fig. 3c ) with many genes potentially co-298 regulated by at least two transcription factors. 299 300 14 Discussion 301 Eutrophication, with P as a major pollutant, is a pervasive and fundamental threat to 302 aquatic ecosystems of our planet. In order to preserve the integrity of these 303 ecosystems, we need a detailed understanding of the molecular mechanisms that allow 304 keystone species to adapt to and persist in altered environments, facilitating the 305 maintenance of their vital ecological services. 306
To advance this understanding, we linked gene co-expression networks with 307 changes in phenotypic traits using resurrected Daphnia isolates separated by centuries 308 of evolution and anthropogenic change. Network analyses allowed us to identify gene 309 clusters and their networks that underlie organismal responses to environmental 310 variation. To provide a direct phenotype-genotype link, we applied such a network 311 approach and combined it with quantitative trait data observed in members of a single 312
Daphnia population before and after a historic shift in nutrient supply associated with 313 modern agricultural activities 14, 17 . Specifically, we explored the transcriptional 314 regulation of two physiological traits related to P acquisition (retention efficiency 315 (RE), somatic P content (bP)), and a higher-order phenotypic trait dependent on RE 316 and bP, i.e. somatic growth rate (GR) using a trait-associated gene co-expression 317 network. The resulting network suggests a strong relationship of transcriptional 318 responses with P-supply, with over 50% of the 17 observed modules significantly 319 associated with the P-related phenotypic traits. 320
Complementing the trait-associated network, the use of network preservation 321 statistics can identify the 'wiring' of molecular mechanisms that are shared or 322 divergent between ancestral isolates and their modern counterparts 33 interaction of genes within modules is stronger than between modules, and that 338 modules are regarded as 'semi-independent' units that evolve independently due to 339 reduced pleiotropic constraints [53] [54] [55] , the coexistence of these observed gene expression 340 patterns within a single network strongly supports the idea of individual evolutionary 341 trajectories of these trait-associated modules. 342
Plastic gene expression in response to P-supply was common to all focal 343 modules, but was not limited to ancient or modern clones (Fig. 2 
Concluding remarks 371
To genuinely advance the understanding of phenotypic evolution, 372 comprehensive methods are required that consider entire organisms instead of single 373 traits 57 . Such a holistic understanding is vital in order to predict evolutionary 374 trajectories that result from major geochemical shifts that currently affect our planet, Table S1 . Network statistics of the trait-associated network. 542 Table S2 . Network statistics of the preservation networks. Highlighted modules of the 543 ancient network denote modules that were absent in the modern network and vice 544 versa. 545 25
Methods 546
Phosphorus-related phenotypic traits 547
Our study capitalised on previously collected data that provide phosphorus-related 548 phenotypic data (phosphorus retention efficiency (RE), somatic growth rate (GR) 14 ; 549 somatic P concentration (body P, or bP) 30 ), and gene expression data of ancient and 550 modern Daphnia pulicaria genotypes in response to distinctive phosphorus regimes 17 . 551
Briefly, while RE measures the amount of P retained by neonate Daphnia from 552 dietary sources over a short period of time (12 h), bP represents the amount of P 553 retained over five days) 30 . 554
In order to obtain this data, resurrected genotypes of the cyclical parthenogen D. 555 pulicaria were used. Specifically, Daphnia genotypes included two ancient genotypes 556 with an estimated age of ~600-700 years (A1, A2) and their modern descendants, two 557 genotypes with an estimated age of 5-10 years (M1, M2). The ancient and modern 558 genotypes evolved in contrasting P regimes (ancient = low P environment, modern = 559 high P environment (for details see 14 ). Significant phenotypic shifts were observed in 560 P-kinetics between these ancient and modern genotypes, with the former retaining P 561 more efficiently and showing higher growth rates at low P conditions than the latter. 562 Therefore, these four genotypes were ideal to explore transcriptional patterns 563 underlying diverging phenotypic responses to cultural eutrophication. 564
To test both physiological and transcriptional responses, animals were exposed to 565 high and low P food conditions (Scenedesmus acutus; high P = C:P ratio of ~150, low 566 P = C:P ratio of ~750) at a C concentration of 3 mg C L -1 day -1 . Gene expression data 567 were obtained using a NimbleGen 12-plex long oligonucleotide microarray (GEO: 568 GPL11278) 62 . For details of RNA hybridisation and normalisation of raw intensities 569 see Row Chowdhury et al. 2015 17 . 570 26 
571
Weighted gene co-expression network analysis (WGCNA) 572
We used the R package WGCNA for weighted correlation network analysis 32 573 to construct gene co-expression networks. The general procedure of WGCNA has 574 been described in detail elsewhere 63 . In brief, we constructed a signed overall co-575 expression network using gene expression data 17 that assessed transcriptional 576 responses of ancient and modern daphnids exposed to contrasting P regimes. 577
Specifically, we used normalized intensities as input, and limited our analyses to 578 genes that were identified as differentially expressed in one of the tested conditions 579 (FDR < 0.05), using limma 64 analysis (for details see 17 ). First, we calculated a 580 similarity co-expression matrix (Pearson's correlation) for all genes, and transformed 581 these values to an adjacency matrix by using the soft thresholding power (beta = 10), 582 to which co-expression similarity was raised. This step aims to emphasize and reduce 583 the contribution of strong and weak correlations, respectively, on an exponential 584 scale, resulting in a network exhibiting approximate scale-free topology. Next, all 585 genes were hierarchically clustered based on a dissimilarity measure of topological 586 overlap which measures interconnectedness for a pair of genes 63 . The resulting gene 587 dendrogram was used for module detection with the Dynamic Tree Cut method 588 (minimum module size = 100, cutting height = 0.2). Gene modules corresponding to 589 the branches cut-off of the gene tree were colour-coded. WGCNA provides a feature 590 to control for genes that cannot be associated with one of the identified expression 591 patterns (the "grey" module), and therefore cannot be placed into any of the existing 592 modules. However, the absence of a grey module in our analysis indicated clear 593 expression patterns throughout the entire dataset. WGCNA further allows for 594
